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 Yield a complete census of bright molecular 
emission lines 
 
 Determine physical conditions, chemistry in 
regions undergoing buildup, orbital migration of 
planets 
 
 Understand pre-MS stellar UV, X-ray radiation as 
potential drivers of disk gas heating, chemistry 
 
 Pathfinder for disk structure & excitation 
 
 ~3-5 Myr old 
 K5 star 
 L = 0.74 L 
 M = 1.0 M 
 Taurus star-forming 
region 
 D ~ 140 pc 
 Transition disk with 
dust depleted cavity 
& possible 
proto-planet… 
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• Potential molecular 
tracers of disk irradiation 
• Full detection of 
hyperfine structure of 
CN (2-1) & C2H (3-2) 
 
 13CO ~ 0.3 
 R = (CO:C18O)/(CO:13CO)  13CO:C18O 
 Adopt isotopic abundance ratio, X=7 
▪ 12C:13C ~ 68 (Milam et al. 2005) 
▪ 16O:18O ~ 480 (Scott et al. 2006) 
 
 CO ~ 18.7 
 
 LkCa 15 is a rich molecular disk 
 
 High-energy (FUV, X-ray) radiation from central T 
Tauri star important to disk gas chemistry, physical 
conditions 
 CN, C2H 
 
 Unbiased survey offers direction for future 
interferometric (e.g., ALMA) studies 
 
 Imaging of molecules will tell us where certain 
species reside in the disk, which will lead to: 
 A better understanding of disk structure, temperature, 
chemistry, excitation 
